ARC Statisticians
Award statistics are compiled by volunteers who are members of the American Rottweiler Club. Statistics are
tabulated based on wins published in the AKC Awards.
Our volunteer Statisticians will attempt to provide statistics to the Webmaster on a quarterly basis, and they
will be posted to the website as received. If there is no link to the statistics below, then you may assume
they have not been provided for posting to the website.
Please be aware that the AKC Awards, from which the statistics are compiled, are about a month behind; e.g.
January show results received at the end of February. Also sometimes there are delays in compilation of
statistics beyond the control of the statisticians. Please treat all our volunteers with the respect they deserve
for taking on what often seems like a thankless task.
The ARC Top Ten Statisticians work hard to complete the final statistics in time for the National Specialty. With
the specialty date changing from year to year, it has become a hard push for the statisticians to complete the
task in time.
The final statistics for a given year will not be posted until after the following year’s ARC National Specialty
when the Top 10 Awards will be presented at the Top Dog Evening. Please do not contact the Statisticians
and ask where your dog ranks in the final standings as they are not allowed to provide this information.
However, they can confirm whether or not your dog is in the final Top 10 and will receive an invitation to the
Top Dog Evening.
The statistics are being kept for ARC and the ARC Board of Directors agrees that the final annual statistics will
be published in the ARK or on the website before being provided to other publications or individuals. Following
our posting or publishing, any other publication that would like to publish or distribute the statistics must give
recognition to ARC and the statistician.
Current Statisticians:
Top Ten Agility (Jumpers With Weaves)
Eileen M Kosakowski
arcticaussies@yahoo.com
26745 Bayou Tesch Drive
Magnolia, TX 77354-2818
281-330-8235
Top Ten Agility (Standard)
Diana Costanzo
22 Scott Drive
New City, NY 10956-6738
845-634-2634
Top Ten Carting
Dr.Tommy Caisango
1635 Rustic Way
Melbourne, FL 32935-4414
321-752-4614

eawkeee@verizon.net

drtom13@aol.com

Top Ten Conformation
Lisa A Kramer
suburbanpetcare00@gmail.com
9914 Roe Avenue
Overland Park, KS 66207-3648
913-485-5921

Top Ten Herding
Rebecca Forry
1533 N Broad Street
Lansdale, PA 19446-1111
215-361-0788
Top Ten Juniors
Lu O Castro
8829 Wilson Mills Road
Chesterland, OH 44026-1942
440-729-6319
Top Ten Obedience
Randi Garske
3861 Morning Glory Drive
Castle Rock, CO 80109-8454
303-663-6382
Top Ten Rally
Katie Maess
8872 Snider Road
Mason, OH 45040-9275
513-459-9613

bforry@erols.com

lcrotacd@sbcglobal.net

randigb@comcast.net

ktm@embarqmail.com

